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SUBJECT: Reported Photography of Unidentified Flying Objects

--1. It has come to my attention that a civilian •. ;
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experimenting with new kinds of films and emulsions vhica he has teen
exposing through a telescope set-up in his backyard here in'Washington.
JXiring the course of his photographic experiments in the last three
months he managed^ it is reported to me, to photograph on a number of
occasions geometrically shaped flying objects as they passed between
his telescope and the moon.— I have not seen these photographs and
have had no business to look for same but I have had thea reported
to me as a result of our lnve stlgatlon of

ten*.
photographic

process which reportedly delivers a^v"ery=high degree of. resolution.
Incidential to the examination of some Qj^these high resolution _ r.^

^tog^s^at his home, one of •'
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ZW: -y ^-^lldidjotice the objects„reporred and in' questioning of the
^ar. fouhlTWat he had photographed different groups at several
different times during the past three months
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__
owever , I would not like to overlook "some

evidences of an often ^reported phenomenon which might be of interest
to I and to the intelligence community generally.

3* S ,
.""^bports to me that the photographs of these objects

were rep2Tr:a5I^“clear' and certainly indicated a phenomenon for which
he had no ready explanation and for which in the -past he found some

considerably amounts o f interest particularly in^pj^ I do not vish
to get involved wl i

f

there is no interest 'in l^ij ln these
reported materials, and I would therefore welcome your counsel and
suggestion as to how we might get our hands on these materials to

examine them firsthand and to make a more complete analysis of them.

||^g§g<§j|is exceedingly cagey in his handling of these materials and
would not permit anyone to borrow any of these materials. He explained
that he was currently out of work and that he had had a couple of
recent contracts with the Air Technical Intelligence Center at Dayton.

A contact with the Air Force reveals that he has no contracts which are
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in effect at the present time. W-Sr S*S?e*r* to feel that he has

Borne real evidence of the existence of unidentified flying QjJ«cts iQ

his photography end I an sure he vould consider delivering them to

somebody onlv^for a price , yet unspec ljled . .By copy of thi|

Mr^runLia I vould bring hits up to date on

this subJect^Sc^^^^^^^^ talce it up unilaterally yith

him. . • ........

k. For background Information it is also reporte^^U^t
four arielnal^eontact with

[and therefore there is some information on nun already

•TvTuabl?TT^heir files. You are also undoubtedly avare that the

.Bouse committee investigating outer space and space^pl

recently been addressing itself to the problem of the unidentified

flying objects and has been seeking to review the evidence for

Certain House representatives to determine vhat validity this coacep

miSt have. According to the best information I have atthepresent

moment, after several hearings on thls^ubject tMs^conrittee has

^rtsp^nded its investigation for several months after which time i

intends to reopen them.
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